
INSTALLATION GUIDE

Step 1
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Unscrew the fixed nut completely. Let the ball joint pass 
through the fixed nut (the thread must face to the groove).

Step 3
Clean the dashboard with dry cloth. 

Step 5
Let it sit for at least 24 hours before using to achieve
the strongest adhesion.

Step 4
Put the magnetic mount on the dash and firmly press
 it. Hold in place for about 30 seconds.

Step 6
Once the mount is secured in place, remove the protective 
film and set the Metal Plate.
You may place the metal plate as following shows.

Installation between the case and device

Removal Paper

Metal Plate

Scratch Protective Film

Opition 1

Installation on the back of device
Opition 2

Installation on the back of the case
Opition 3
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Step 2
Push the ball joint firmly into the groove on the back of the car 
mount, then tighten the fixed nut.

Magnetic Car Mount
On The Dashboard 
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User Manual

Dear Customer

please do not hesitate to
contact us at anytime 

If you have any question

we are always here if you need!

ATTENTION!!
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Use a thin plastic card 
to carefully lift the 
dashboard pad from 
the mounting surface. 
Slowly lift up and 
remove it.（Remember 
not too hard and 
move it slowly）

Tips 2

 Remove Dashboard Disk Pad
Tips 1

Viscosity of VHB Sticky Tape

Time of Viscosity

①Cleaning the flat surfaces to ensure that there is no 
dust or oil.
②Do not leave fingerprints on the 3M sticky tape.
③When applying, please make sure that the 
temperature of the flat surface and the sticky gel 
should be above 68℉, or you may soften the 3M VHB 
tape under heating air before installation.
④Press for 8 to10 seconds after pasting.
⑤ Recommended to use after 24 hours of pasting.
⑥Never uses the adhesion promoter on the metal 
surface.

For better pasting, please kindly note:

3M


